Life is full of firsts. Firsts are special, memorable and usually the beginning of something new and exciting. For me, 2023 will always feel extraordinary. It was my first year as executive director, a journey that started on my first day at the milk bank in 2010. Back then, I fell in love with the mission but never anticipated how the organization would guide my continued education or career.

If I had to summarize the past 12 months, I could talk about the meetings, emails, Zoom calls, tours, presentations and more meetings and emails. However, it’s the big picture and all of the people in it that are truly impressive. Not only did we help a lot of babies and families, YOU helped a lot of babies and families, too!

Transitioning to a broad leadership role, as I have, provides a unique opportunity to see how it all comes together. We can’t feed babies without mothers who donate their extra milk. We can’t feed babies without staff who ensure the milk is safe. We can’t feed babies, help mothers with breastfeeding, expand our programs, purchase needed equipment or improve systems without dedicated board members, volunteers, employees, funders, community partners, healthcare providers - the list goes on and on.

Our impact in 2023, outlined in this report, speaks volumes about the power of community support and collaboration. We are in this together and I feel privileged to help take the mission forward.

Thank you for being a part of the milk bank family. Here’s to more firsts.

~Shaina
MISSION: We strive to improve the health and survival of infants through breastfeeding advocacy and the safe, equitable provision of pasteurized donor human milk.

VISION: We envision a future when all babies have the opportunity to receive human milk.
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OUR DONORS: MAKING MIRACLES EVERY DAY IN 2023

“I felt the need to donate after my baby was in the NICU and I learned about the struggles that moms of premature babies go through when wanting to breastfeed...I preferred to donate my extra milk rather than keep it in the freezer... I hope it has helped many babies!”

~Donor Michelle

“[Donating] is very special to me. Knowing that I can give a gift to other mothers and fragile babies really means the world because I personally know the struggles of breastfeeding and trying to produce enough milk for my baby.”

~Donor Jennifer

“Donating my extra breastmilk means I get to help another mom who may want to breastfeed but is not able to do so. It means I get to help a baby grow healthy so they can go home to their family.”

~Donor Sharvonne
Establishing a successful breastfeeding routine can be stressful for new and experienced parents alike. Problems like low milk supply, pain and poor latching can usually be resolved with professional help; but that help isn’t always accessible or affordable.

Supporting breastfeeding families equitably is a vital part of the milk bank’s mission. Through a free program called Baby Café, Mothers’ Milk Bank of North Texas continues to advocate for families through the expertise of certified lactation consultants. Families drop in on Tuesdays for individualized support and have the opportunity to meet other families and check their baby’s weight. Spanish sessions and evening virtual sessions are available twice a month.

In 2023, 146 breastfeeding or pregnant participants received help through the program. Lactation consultant, Amanda Alvarez, says, “Now, in our sixth year, we strive to adapt each session to meet the changing needs of the communities we serve. We want the atmosphere to be casual, relaxed and welcoming as we help families reach their breastfeeding goals.”

Amanda adds, “I remember one mother who came to our Baby Café off and on throughout her baby’s first year. She started off with this tiny newborn and what felt like a mountain of questions. Over the course of that year she mastered the deep latch, overcame dips in her milk supply, and survived sleep regressions. She became more confident as the months went by and helped other new parents do the same. Parents like her are an important part of what makes Baby Café so unique. Breastfeeding families need access to qualified care; but they need one another too.”

Abide Women’s Health Services in Dallas has been a valued community partner in the program. Paige Jackson, VP of Clinical Services for the organization, says, “I’m incredibly proud of Abide’s partnership with Mothers’ Milk Bank of North Texas for Baby Café, a program dedicated to providing vital support to breastfeeding families, with a special focus on Black breastfeeding families. Baby Café not only offers a safe space for sharing experiences but also delivers essential education, actively contributing to positive outcomes. Together, we’re nurturing bonds and paving the way for improved health outcomes for both mothers and infants. Each session is a step towards combating disparities and fostering resilience. It’s evident: with the right support, we can rewrite the narrative and save lives.”

For more information about the milk bank’s free lactation support program, visit: www.texasmilkbank.org.
I received helpful information every time I went. The instructors at Baby Café helped me feel heard and seen, and they validated the issues I was having. They even helped debunk some ideas I had going into Baby Café about breastfeeding and supply. I even felt comfortable coming back when I had other breastfeeding issues later in my breastfeeding journey. I have referred some friends to them when discussing breastfeeding difficulties. I will definitely return if I have a second child and struggle with breastfeeding again, or if another issue arises before I complete my breastfeeding journey.

LACTATION CONSULTANT AMANDA ALVAREZ SAYS:

“While I love helping families feel more confident and comfortable feeding their babies, my favorite thing about Baby Café is seeing the parents connect with one another. There is something really incredible about being in a space where you know you will be understood and supported unconditionally. Baby Café is about so much more than breastfeeding support. It’s about helping families thrive.”

MOM WHO ATTENDED BABY CAFÉ SAYS:

“I received helpful information every time I went. The instructors at Baby Café helped me feel heard and seen, and they validated the issues I was having. They even helped debunk some ideas I had going into Baby Café about breastfeeding and supply. I even felt comfortable coming back when I had other breastfeeding issues later in my breastfeeding journey. I have referred some friends to them when discussing breastfeeding difficulties. I will definitely return if I have a second child and struggle with breastfeeding again, or if another issue arises before I complete my breastfeeding journey.”

BREASTFEEDING...HELPING LITTLE TEXANS GROW BIG!

Our 2023 t-shirt fundraiser was another wonderful success.

$2,000 in proceeds benefited Baby Café, our free breastfeeding support program.

We appreciate everyone who celebrated National Breastfeeding Month with us and helped spread the word that breastfeeding is helping little Texans grow big!
Caio was born prematurely, weighing a little over four pounds at birth. He began receiving donor milk in the NICU when his mother, Becky, was unable to produce breastmilk.

He was making great progress until he transitioned to formula. Becky says, “That’s when everything changed, and our world was turned upside down.” Caio was near death. Unable to breathe, he was intubated and transferred by helicopter to a better equipped hospital.

Caio was diagnosed with necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), a devastating gut infection. His team started antibiotics before his tiny intestines perforated. After receiving donor milk again, he progressed enough to be discharged and switched to formula.

Then, it happened again. Caio’s intestines became inflamed and infected, requiring donor milk at home by prescription through the milk bank’s outpatient program. When Becky lost her job, the milk bank’s Milk Money Fund kicked in, covering all milk processing fees.

In 2023, at 12-months old, Caio successfully transitioned off donor milk. Becky says, “He has moved to the toddler room at daycare, is ahead in most milestones and loves playing with our dog Abby and dancing to 70’s and 80’s pop music.”

Becky adds a special message to the moms who donate their extra breastmilk:

“Your gift is a blessing beyond measure. It has saved my son’s life and enabled him to continue to live, thrive and experience life.”
OUR SUPPORTERS IN 2023
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OUR YEAR IN PICTURES & NUMBERS

GROWTH IN OUNCES SINCE OPENING IN 2004:

83 hospital accounts served in 2023.
154 hours of FREE lactation support provided through Baby Café.


50 milk collection sites/depots.
In 2023, the Access to Donor Milk Act was introduced to both the House and Senate with bipartisan cosponsorship. If enacted, the legislation would be the first federal donor milk policy passed by Congress. The bill would significantly strengthen infrastructure for milk banks and protect infant nutrition security. Use the QR code to voice your support by contacting your legislators:

A TALE OF TWO TREES

The reception room at Mothers’ Milk Bank of North Texas is home to a very special wall memorial, Carmen’s Tree. More than five hundred leaves are engraved with a baby’s name and birthdate. The display serves as a tribute to little lives lost and breastmilk donated in remembrance to help other babies.

By 2023, leaves filled the branches of Carmen’s Tree to capacity, necessitating the addition of a second. After connecting with Chisholm Trail Woodworkers, artists with the nonprofit donated their time and expertise to craft an additional memorial installation.

The outcome is stunning and arches colorfully across the corner of two walls. While the need for more space is bittersweet, the milk bank couldn’t have found better partners to complete the project.

Kevin Pilgrim, president of Chisholm Trail Woodworkers, says, “Many of us were unaware of the mission or the need for a mother’s milk bank. The tree was designed to complement the original and to be built by different crafts people yet look as if only one person built it. The install day ended with folks asking what our next project will be; that was inspiring. The mission, cause and need touched us all. I believe we will have no other project that will affect us as this one did.”

THE ACCESS TO DONOR MILK ACT

In 2023, the Access to Donor Milk Act was introduced to both the House and Senate with bipartisan cosponsorship. If enacted, the legislation would be the first federal donor milk policy passed by Congress. The bill would significantly strengthen infrastructure for milk banks and protect infant nutrition security. Use the QR code to voice your support by contacting your legislators:

THE PUMP ACT

On April 28, 2023, the PUMP Act (Providing Urgent Maternal Protections for Nursing Mothers) went into effect. Employers of all sizes are now required by federal law to provide a reasonable amount of break time and a clean, private space for lactating workers to express milk. These accommodations must be provided for up to one year following the birth of the employee’s child.